
Resumé 

This thesis called “Crime of murder and killing under Section 140, 141 

of the Criminal Code” focuses mainly on description these two crimes, basic 

problems with interpretation of vague legal concept and evaluating the benefits 

of the new legislation. Thesis deals with the issue in terms of criminal law, 

not the criminological point of view. 

In the beginning, it contains the history of legal regulation of intentional 

killings in our country, development the protection of human life and main 

principles governing penal codes in Czech history. 

Subsequently, the thesis applies one's mind to the status of human life 

in the present. The protection of human life occupies one of the leading places 

in the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms of Czech Republic 

and in a new Criminal Code effective from the year 2010. Right to life is also 

the subject of many international treaties or declarations, the most important 

of them are mentioned. One chapter is devoted to question of precise 

determination the moment of commencement and termination of human life, 

which is very important for answering the other question, whether the crime 

of murder or killing, have been committed or not. 

The core of the thesis is devoted to characterizing the main elements 

in murder and killing. New criminal code, Act No. 40/2009, Coll., came with 

the new term “premeditation” to distinguish many types of murders according 

to seriousness. Author deals with so called “ordinary” murder and murder 

committed after previous consideration. Criminal code above mentioned, 

introduced new crime called killing, that previous penal code did not know, 

and so considerable part of the thesis is dedicated to main characteristics of this 

offence and initial case law.  

Finally, attention is paid to developmental stages of commission crimes, 

the preparatory stage and stage of attempt to murder or killing. This part 

of thesis is also engaged in the extinction of criminal liability for attempt 



or preparatory stage. Lack of criminal liability for the preparation of killing 

offence is subject to author's interest too.  

In conclusion, author evaluates benefits of new legislation rather 

positively.  Judicial interpretation will be determining for this field of criminal 

law and its development might be very interesting.   

 


